Ever since ET, we have been intrigued with the prospect of communicating with life in other planets. Of course, in order for that to happen, we have to find these creatures first, or they have to locate us. Despite a worldwide network of enthusiasts who communicate via social networks and compare notes on UFO sightings and such, we have not really had success in locating such life to date, and the search for life in other planets and distant galaxies continue unabated.

A few years ago, this effort received international recognition, and substantial funding from a consortium of 20 nations, and the SKA (Square Kilometer Array) organization was founded. Just as the name implies, the people involved in this unique radio astronomy project are building array antennas that span over squares of kilometers giving them the sensitivity to receive signals which originated billions of light years back, starting all the way from the “big bang.” In this talk we will take a sneak peek at the status of the SKA, and see how this project is progressing around the world, especially in the two countries that are leaders in the field, namely Australia and the Netherlands.

Of course we need to communicate not only in outer space but also down on earth. We begin by observing the fact that today’s children are growing up in the world of video games, twitter, Facebook and such. An intriguing idea— that is not as far-fetched as one might think—is to communicate to the PlayStation on the computer, not in the usual way by manipulating the controller with our hands, but by using brain waves instead. Given this background, the talk will take a quick look at what is happening in this challenging world of communication with machines— but not in the old-fashioned way like your parents did.

Finally, as we well know, the world of communication today is exploding in more new directions that we ever even imagined a few years ago, when we were only communicating the “usual” ways. But now the scope of communication is growing rapidly, and new applications such as sensing and relaying of information in the context of healthcare and patient monitoring are coming into vogue. The talk will present some examples of new concepts in RF and Optical Communication, including those that might have a substantial impact on the exciting world of cyber communication systems of the future.
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